Introduction and basic concepts
1.1. Introduction. This paper will be concerned with positive linear maps between C*-algebras. Motivated by the theory of states and other special maps, two different approaches will be taken. If 9~ and ~ are C*-algebras the set of all positive linear maps of ~ into ~ which carry the identity operator in ~I into a fixed positive operator in ~, is a convex set. The main problem dealt with in this paper will be the study of the extreme points of this convex set. The other approach taken is that of decomposing the maps into the composition of nicely handled ones. A general results of this type is due to Stinespring [20] . Adding a strict positivity condition on the maps he characterized them by being of the form V*~V, where V is a bounded linear map of the underlying I-Iilbert space into another Hilbert space, and Q is a *-representation. Another result of general nature of importance to us is due to Kadison. He showed a Schwarz inequality for positive linear maps between C*-algebras [11] . Positive linear maps are also studied in [3] , [13] , [14] , and [15] . This paper is divided into eight chapters. In chapter 2 the maps are studied in their most general setting--partially ordered vector spaces. The first section conrains the necessary formal definitions and the most general techniques. The last part contains results closely related to what Bonsall calls perfect ideals of partially ordered vector spaces [2] . From chapter 3 on the spaces are C*-algebras. We first show how close extremal maps are to being multiplicative (Theorem 3.1), and then see that C*-homomorphisms are extremal (Theorem 3.5), and when the maps generalizing vector states are extremal (Theorem 3.9).
In chapter 4 a geometrical condition stronger than extremality is imposed on the maps. It is shown that for identity preserving maps of an abelian C*-algebra into a matrix algebra, extremality is equivalent to this geometrical condition (Theorem 4.10). It follows that, in this case, the extremal maps are the ones which are "approximately" *-homomorphisms (section 4.3).
In chapter 5 we classify all maps from a C*-algebra g[ into ~(~)--the bounded operators on the IIilbert space ~--such that the composition of vector states of ~ (~) and the maps are pure states of g[ (Theorem 5.6). As a consequence of this we find all maps of 9~ into a C*-algebra ~ such that the composition of pure states of and the maps are pure states of g[ (Theorem 5.7). In particular it follows that every C*-homomorphism of g[ onto ~ is "locally" either a *-homomorphism or a *-anti-homomorphism (Corollary 5.9).
Chapter 6 is devoted to decomposition theory. Using Stinespring's result we show a general decomposition for positive linear maps (Theorem 6.2). As a consequence it is seen when order-homomorphisms are C*-homomorphisms (Theorem 6.4). Finally, a Radon-Nikodym theorem is proved (Theorem 6.5). Another aspect of decomposition theory is studied in chapter 7. Using Kadison's Schwarz inequality it is shown that, "locally", every positive linear map is decomposable in a form similar to the decomposition in [20] (Theorem 7.4), and is globally "almost" decomposable (Theorem 7.6).
Finally, in chapter 8 we compute all the extremal identity preserving positive endomorphisms of the 2 x 2 matrices.
The author wishes to express his deep gratitude to Professor R. V. Kadison for his kind and helpful advice during the research in this paper, his careful reading of the manuscript, and his valuable suggestions and simplifications of several proofs. whenever A and B are in the algebra and e is a complex number. A positive element in a C*-algebra is one which is self-a~tjoint (A =A*) and whose spectrum con-sists of non negative reals. Then the self-adjoint elements in a C*-algebra form a partially ordered vector space, with the unit as an order unit. A linear map of one C*-algebra (resp. partially ordered vector space) into another is said to be positive if it carries positive elements into positive elements. A C*.homomorphism of a C*-algebra into another is a positive linear map preserving squares of self-adjoint elements. A *-representation of a C*-algebra is a homomorphism r whose image lies in some ~(~), satisfying r162
Notation and basic concepts. A partially ordered vector space
The Gelfand Neumark Theorem [4] asserts that a C*-algebra has a faithful norm preserving *-representation as a C*-algebra of operators on a Hilbert space. For a complete proof see [7] .
If 9~ is a C*-algebra acting on a ttilbert space ~, 9~-denotes the weak closure of 9~. If ~ contains the identity operator on ~, ~-is avon Neumann algebra. We refer the reader to [3] for questions concerning von Neumann algebras. We denote by M~ the n • n complex matrices. If | is a family of operators acting on a Hilbert space ~ and ~ is a set of vectors in ~ then [6!~] denotes the subspace of generated by vectors of the form Tx with T in 6 and x in !~. Since we identify each subspaee with the orthogonal projection on it [6~] also denotes the projection on this subspace: If 6 is a C*-algebra then [6 ~ ] is a projection in the commutant 6'of 6. 
Maps of partially ordered vector spaces
2
(i) I/ 4 is a sur~ective order-isomorphism and Q is a map in ~)(B, C, d) then o 4 is extreme in ~)(A, C, d) i/ and only i/ @ is extreme.
(
ii) // @ is a sur]ective order-isomorphism in ~(B, C, c) then @ o 4 is extreme in ~)iA, C, c) i/ and only i/ 4 is extreme in ~)(A, B).
The proof is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2. Let z( = z~) in q~-l(M) be such that r = w. Then -r a + z) ~< r < ~(5 a + z). Since ~b is strongly positive there exist /(=[~) and 9(=g0) in N--the null space of C--such 17- In general we cannot, a priori, tell whether there are "many" extreme points in ~)(~, ~, B). However, if ~ is avon Neumann algebra then the extreme points generate ~)(9~, ~, B). In fact, let t be the point---open topology on the space of linear transformations of 9~ into ~, where ~ is taken in the weak topology. By [14] ~(9~, ~, B) is t-compact, and hence is the t-closed convex hull of its extreme points. The proof is complete. Combining Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.5 we obtain the following result, announced in [8] . into ~ then the set ~ (resp. ~) of A in • for which r (resp. r is a left (resp. right) ideal in 9.1 the left (resp. right) kernel of ~. In fact, ~ (resp. ~) 
By Lemma 2.3 V*. V is extreme if and only if the map AE'-->V*AE'V is extreme in ~)(~E',~(~),V*V). We may thus assume E'=I

O<~ y~(I-P) <.S(I-P) S=O.
Thus I-P is in the left and right kernels of ~ (Remark 3. Let S be any positive operator in 9/. Let ~0 be a map as above. For n a positive integer let E~ be the spectral projection of S corresponding to the set
{~ E a(S) :~ > l/n}-.
As n-->oo (E~) converges to P the range projection of S--strongly. Note that 0 is an isolated point of {0} 0 (~(E.S). Since 9/ is avon Neumann algebra En E 9/ and E.S>~O. By the last paragraph E.S'EnS is extreme in ~)(9/,~(~),E.$2), and Thus ~p=~S.S, and S.S is extreme in ~)(2,!3(~),S 2) when S>~0 in 2.
In the general case V is a bounded linear map of ~ into ~ and VV*E 9/. Let ~E~)(9/,~ (.~),,TLV* V) satisfy v2~ V*" V. Then V~oV*~ VV*" VV*, and
v~pv* ~3(9/, ~(~), ;t(vv*)~).
By the last paragraph Vv/V*=).VV*. VV*. Again, with P the range projection of V*,~o=P~oP, and the set V*(~) is dense in P. With x and y in ~ and AEg/, 
= (V (~p (A) -~ V*A V) V* x, y) = ((v 2 (A) -~ V*A V) V* x, V* y),
Geometrical conditions
We impose a geometrical condition on the maps in ~)(~, ~) and show that this condition is closely related to, however, is not in general equivalent to, extremality (see Example 8.13).
4.1.
De/inition and basic properties. DEFINITION 
Let ~ be a C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space ~. I/ A is an operator in ~, r (A) denotes the range projection o/ A and n (A) the null space of A. If ~ is a C*-algebra and CE~)(~,~,B), B a positive operator in ~, we denote by r(r the map of 9~ into ~-given by A-->r(r If ~ isanother map in ~)(~,~,B) we say r(v)<r(r if r(~(A))<.r(r /or each positive operator A in ~I. r is said to have minimal range q whenever T is in ~)(9~,~,B) and r(~)~<r(r then ~=r
It is immediate that a map r of minimal range in ~)(2, ~, B) is extreme. In fact, if ve~)(~/,!~,2B), ~4:0, and ~<~b, then ~t-lve~(2,~,B) and r(~t-lT)~<r(r so ~-1v=r and ~b is extreme. 
(A ) = r -~ c, A,) + ~ c~(r (A,) -kv(A,)) -k~(A -~ c, A~)
Since e is arbitrary, r and r The proof is complete.
COROLLCRY 4.6. Let 2 be avon Neumann algebra and ~ a C*-algebra acting on the Hilbert space ~. I/ ~ E ~)(~[, ~) and there exists k >0 such that ~(E)~>~ k~(E) /or each projection E in 2, then i/ T is in ~)(2,~) and r(~)<~r(~), then kv<~. In particular, i/ r is a C*-homomorphism then ~ has minimal range.
Proo/. Let ~ be the subset of 9.1 consisting of all projections in 2. Then satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.5. If ~ is a C*-homomorphism then r is extreme by Theorem 3.5, and r ~= ~(E), so r has minimal range. Proof. Let 4 be extreme in ~)(9~, !~) and let N be the null space of 4. Then h r is an ideal in 9/ (by Theorem 3.1). Let TE~)(9~,~) and r(~)<-..r (4 ) . Then 
(G)=r
Moreover, v (P) = r (P). Thus We omit the easy proof of the following lemma. Since F is self-adjoint, F is also in the right kernel of r Let E=I-F. Suppose" n >/3, and assume the lemma is proved whenever dim ~ ~< n-1. Let E be a projection in ~ (~) containing x and dim E=/c< n. Then E 4, E is of class 1 and ultra weakly continuous in 
Then (A) = ~ (EAE).
LEMMA 5.2. Let ~ and ~ be Hilbert spaces and ~ in ~)(~(~), ~(~)) be o/class 1 and ultra weakly continuous. Let x be a unit vector in ~. Then o)~r = o~y, where y is a unit vector in ~, and r
(~ (~), E~ (~) E) ~-~ (~ (~), Mk), and my= wx4, = cox oE4,E. By induction assumption EYE equals X or E. If EYE= X then
O=E(Y-X)E= ((Y-X) 89 * (Y-X) 89 E, so (Y-X)E=O,
F-~ ~ [y~].
i=l 
The map ECE is of class 1 in ~)(~(~), E~(~)E). Let G be its support (Lemma 5.1). Then in particular, Er162162 Now G(I-F)G>~O and Er Since Er is faithful on G~(~)G, G(I-F)G=O
~) (F ~ (~) F, E ~ (~) E) (~= ~) (Mn, Mn)).
By Lemma 5.3 E CE is either an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism on F~(~)F.
where V is a linear isometry o/ ~ into a Hilbert space ~, and @ is an irreducible *-homomorphism or *-anti-homomorphism of 9/ into ~(~).
Proo/. It is clear that if r is of one of the forms described then ~b is of class 1. 
5.2.
Applications. COROLLARY 
I/ ~ iS a C*-algebra and 4 is of class 1 in ~(9~,~(~)) then either 4(9.I) is the scalars in ~(~) or 4(9,I) is strongly dense in ~ (~).
Proo/. By Theorem 5.6 it suffices to show that if ~ is an irreducible C*-algebra acting on a tIilbert space ~ and V is a linear isometry of ~ into ~ then V*~V is strongly dense in ~(~). Let e > 0 be given, and let x I ..... xn be n unit vectors in ~. 
Let B be in ~(~). We have to show there exists A in V*~V such that ]I(A-B)x~]] <~e.
The operator VBV*~!~(~)
.
in M~ then h(A | B)=h((A | (I | B))=h(A | I) h(I | B).
Denote Not all order-isomorphisms of one C*-algebra into another are C*-isomorphisms.
In fact, if ~ is a C*-algebra and X its pure state space, then the canonical orderisomorphism /~ of 9I into C(X) is a C*-isomorphism if and only if F is abelian. However, F is extreme in ~) (92{, C(X)). Indeed, let Y be the set of pure states of ~. Then Y is dense in X. Let TE~(~I,C(X),~I), "c<~#. Thus S' =0. The proof is complete.
Local decomposition of positive maps
The decomposition theory developed in chapter VI is in some respects unsatis- A straightforward computation now yields the desired result. 
Maps of 2 x 2 matrices
We classify the extreme points in ~)(M2, M2). In order to make the classification as neat as possible we make the following Thus /= cox, and / is pure.
In particular we have proved The proof is complete.
By our assumption on e there exists b#0 such that the right side of inequality (4) is zero. Thus 
